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ABSTRACT: Rubber tapping is the method of extracting latex from rubber trees. 

The taping of rubber trees is a skilful task. The taper must create a half-spiral 

incision downwards on the bark to remove the white milky fluid called latex during 

tapping phase. A rubber tapper must use a tapping device manually to type about 

400 to 700 rubber trees within a specific moment of the day on a typical day. The 

availability of qualified workers who can perform this mammoth job becomes 

scarce as days pass. Even if there is inexpensive unqualified work, the tree would 

be damaged without adequate time and training. The automated rubber tapering 

machine intended in this case would substitute the manual work needed to tap. 

Higher rates of rubber latex can also be acquired through a clock function to 

manage the timing of the tapping process. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

Natural rubber is an elastomer initially made of latex, a milky colloid generated by 

certain crops [1]. The crops would be scratched, i.e. the bark of the tree is incised 

[2]. The latex sapped is sticky, milk-colored. This is finished into rubber which is 

usable [3]. Natural rubber is purified from chemical polyisoprene, which can also be 

synthetically manufactured [4]. In many work and goods, natural rubber, like 
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synthetic rubber, is widely used. It is usually very long, flexible and highly water-

resistant [5]. 

The Tapping of rubber is not harmful to the forest, since the tree is not to be cut 

down for the extraction of latex. Jungle rubber is an ancient secondary forest which 

resembles the primary forest substantially. Its wealth is approximately half that of 

the main forest. 

 

WORKING 

 

A mechanical model is so developed that the process is carried out automatically [6]. 

Two support buildings, vertical bars and circular bars with geared teeth are primarily 

used in supporting the entire device configuration on the rubber tree [7]. Those with 

the belt are attached to the tree [8]. Two dc motor are employed to supply the tapping 

blade with two dimensional motion [9]. Motors powered by an Arduino accurately 

control the positions of the tapping blade [10]. Here's a 12V power supply battery 

installed in the machine [11]. Relay board utilizing in the two motor. There are four 

relays used to regulate the velocity and direction of the two motor in a bridge setup. 

The relay requires a 12V power supply, is regulated by a 5V signal. The tapering 

blade is mounted on two motors, both vertically and horizontally. A geared motor 

with a 50 rpm drive and a 5000 rpm base motor drive controls the horizontal motion. 

A 100 rpm drive and 1000 rpm base motor drive is on the vertical engine. For time 

retention, a real-time clock module is used. Also, set the time required to start the 

tapper work. The Arduino is designed to move the vertical and horizontal engines, 

which control the movement of the blade. The limit switch indicates the beginning 

and end of the motion of the blade. 
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RESULT & CONCLUSION 

 

Today there is a shortage of manual labour in the agriculture sector than in every 

other industry worldwide. As farmers are the cornerstone of our country, it is very 

important to provide them with appropriate instruments to overcome all their 

barriers. The only way to do this is to apply economically balanced technology in 

these fields. The here developed "automatic rubber tapping machine" is one such 

implementation of rubber tapping technology where extremely skillful rubber 

tapping is needed. The entire rubber tapping process is simplified and automated. 

The unit is more confident than manual employees. Latex gathered during the 

tapping process. 
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